


   
 

Hold the Receiver near the 
Transmitter to verify connection, 
confirmed by the lightning bolt 
symbol.

Place Receiver 
flat on the 
front near the 
top of each 
panel until the  
highest   
reading is 
reached. This 
is the correct 
panel.

TIPS FOR HIGHEST ACCURACY:
• Perform two slow scans   
  around breakers to start.
• Hold Receiver at a right angle                
  to the breaker and level with  
  the floor.
• Once highest reading is found,  
  tilt Receiver up and down at a      
  45° angle to confirm consistent  
  high numeric reading.

Scan each breaker and look 
for the highest reading. This is 
the correct breaker. 

Plug           
Transmitter 
into an    
outlet and       
power on.

Set Receiver to the 
highest sensitivity
mode (Receiver
defaults to this).

Set Receiver 
to the lowest        
sensitivity mode 
(also known as 
Breaker mode).

find it

If two panels read 99 or are close 
in values, press the sensitivity 
button once to reduce the  
receiver sensitivity one level  
and rescan.

STEP 1: VERIFY POWER 
AND SIGNAL ON CIRCUIT

STEP 2: SCAN EACH 
PANEL FOR THE  
HIGHEST READING

STEP 3: SCAN EACH 
BREAKER FOR  
HIGHEST READING

BREAKERS OR FUSES









STEP 1: ATTACH  
ALLIGATOR CLIPS 

STEP 2: PLUG LEADS 
INTO TRANSMITTER 
AND TURN IT ON

STEP 3: TURN ON   
RECEIVER AND TRACE

Using appropriate safety  
methods, attach the alligator 
clips with 3 foot leads to the Hot 
and Neutral conductors on the 
supply side of the branch circuit. Begin tracing the wires buried 

in the ground by following the 
strongest signal, and adjusting 
the sensitivity to obtain   
readings in the 60’s to 80’s.  

The orientation of the   
receiver to the wiring affects 
the displayed signal strength. 
Simply adjust the orientation 
of the Receiver relative to the 
buried conductor to maximize 
the displayed signal strength. 

Use appropriate methods and 
LO/TO to ensure the conductors 
are de-energized and locked out  
before proceeding. 

Verify that you de-energized the 
correct conductors before   
proceeding when possible.  
Reenergize after the transmitter 
is attached.

Note: The strongest tracing 
signal will always be   
accomplished by connecting to 
a closed loop energized circuit 
with an active load.

find it
BURIED CONDUCTORS

Note: The circuit in these pictures has been de-energized and locked out in   
accordance with NFPA 70E.








